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Michael and Amy
Music and Clean Comedy
Fun. Engaging. Entertaining.
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Michael and Amy's music & clean comedy dueling pianos show is an award winning
"feel-good-fun-entertainment-experience" for audiences of all ages.
Audience members consistently describe Michael and Amy's show as, "Unexpected",
"Hysterical", "Incredible Talent", and "SO MUCH FUN!" The audience is as much a part
of the show as are Michael and Amy. From the moment this husband/wife dynamic duo
take the stage they engage and involve their audience with familiar music that spans
and unites generations. The songs may be familiar but Michael and Amy's genius lies
not just with the music but with what they DO with the songs that turns an audience full
of strangers into a singing, laughing, cheering family of friends.
Michael and Amy masterfully combine an eclectic mix of musical genres with humor
and personal charisma. Their diverse range of popular and familiar music, some of
which should never have been attempted on one piano, much less two, across-theboard humor, stand-up and improvisational comedy, and complete disregard for the
fourth wall instantly bring a diverse audience together in song and laughter. One
moment you’re singing at the top of your lungs, the next doubled over in laughter, and
then... breathless. Always fun. Always exciting. Completely entertaining.
Michael and Amy's show is a magical and eclectic mix - part music, part comedy, part
theatre, part concert, part improv, and all chemistry. People leave their show grinning
ear to ear, laughing, singing and wake up the next morning knowing their favorite
songs now have a whole new way of making them smile. A reminder of the fun they'll
never forget.
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Michael and Amy
Show Buzz - Reviews!
"Thank you! Thank you!! Thank you!!! On a scale of 1 – 10, you get
100!
When I think Michael and Amy I see pianos, beauty, talent, love, professionalism and
WOW what a fabulous performance!!!You made a lasting impression on our colleagues
-- they are still talking about the luncheon. We will always remember you (you have
raised the bar…it will be tough to select talent for next years event). Again thank you
for a wonderful performance and a memorable time!"
Sandra Mendez-Kossup /Manager, Meeting Planning
Hoﬀmann-La Roche
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"TOTALLY AMAZING SHOW!
We sold out & had a spirited crowd that sang along with every song! Not only did
Michael and Amy have incredible voices, but they were soooo friendly to our staﬀ and
guests. I can very much see them becoming a tradition in our season. Before I even left
the venue, people were asking me to have them back. Thank you so much for
recommending them! We couldn't have been any more pleased! Amy & Michael have
big fans in Canton now!!"
Jennifer Eubanks /Arts & Entertainment Specialist
Village Theatre

"We have used Michael & Amy several times for our clients events and they have
always provided a highly professional, extremely entertaining performance.They bend
over backwards to make the client happy. I don't know of an audience that would
not love to have Michael and Amy for their entertainment."
David Pace, President
Business Speakers Bureau & Entertainment

"Michael and Amy put on a fabulous show for us every time! Clients just love the
music and the wonderful vocal performance. The crowd is on their feet, dancing and
singing along...and the night is always too short! I highly recommend Michael and Amy
for a high quality, fun, funny and always appropriate show!"
Irene Majer
VP, Creative Services Impact Communications
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"If you have an opportunity to book Michael and Amy, I highly recommend that
you take advantage of that chance! Their show will have your audience clapping and
singing along from the first song to the last. Their skills as accomplished pianists are
equally matched by their skills as comedic entertainers. They will have your audience
laughing from start to finish. I lost count of how many standing ovations Michael and
Amy received. Our patrons told us over and over that Michael and Amy Dueling Pianos
is the best show we’ve ever presented."
Debra Jenkins Executive Director - Merrimack Hall

